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Money can’t buy heaven
In this example, once God shuts down human biological system; no money, no
drug, or any assisted living can save a Trillion dollar man.
No doctors, nurses or scientists have a clue of what’s going on inside this richest man of the world, but you.

Guy de Rothschild

BTW - You cannot see the depth of human psyche, their success and turmoil through 10common astrology tools!! Only through us & Superview!

Born

Guy Édouard Alphonse Paul de
Rothschild
(1909-05-21)May 21, 1909
Paris, France

Died

June 12, 2007(2007-06-12)
(aged 98)
Paris, France

Guy de Rothschild died of complications
(He is the richest $Trillion man of the world)
Malheureusement Il n’avait pas pu survivre ses argents.

Rothschild fought his way to survive death unsuccessfully.
A lot of Rich guys hypnotize themselves to believe that they can become immortal thinking to download
their brain into electronic device, some attempted a bit longer through technology mean unsuccessfully.
What they don’t know is:
God Jehovah (Life Creator) already programmed human body to shut down at appointed time.

In Rothschild’s chart above, the first key to recognize normal death is Pluto-opposing-Pluto in division #6 for 1st mark
test, many can’t survive it. The second key is own Sun-opposed/squared-by-own-major-planets/node (Time Force). If you
want to live long, we can see your possibility in a chart, but ask your Creator for a permission first. Do it in your age 60’s.
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WARNING: This is copyrighted artwork, work or sample product of Supernatural Engineering Co.
Copying, printing, and or using it in any illegal capacity
without our written consent violates U.S. copyright’s law
of federal code, as well as international law. You may
distribute it for warning others, but not to market your
product or to compete.
Who are we?
Supernatural Engineering is a high-end trend analysis company,
providing services in reading and predicting world wide war, economic boom and crisis, financial trends, health and personal issues
of corporate leaders, politicians and those who can afford our service. Learn more, by visiting our website at:
//Supernaturalengineering.com
Thank you.
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Steve Jobs illness and the ending of his life..
In this example Superview reveals “what meant to be ought to be...”
In October 2003, Jobs was diagnosed with cancer,
Steve essentially committed suicide." According to
Jobs's biographer, Walter Isaacson, "for nine months
he refused to undergo surgery for his pancreatic cancer
– a decision he later regretted as his health declined."
"Instead, he tried a vegan diet, acupuncture, herbal
remedies and other treatments he found online, and
even consulted a psychic. He also was influenced by a
doctor who ran a clinic that advised juice fasts, bowel
cleansings and other unproven approaches, before finally having surgery in July 2004." He eventually underwent a pancreaticoduodenectomy (or "Whipple
procedure") in July 2004, that appeared to successfully
remove the tumor.[212][213][214] Jobs apparently did not
receive chemotherapy or radiation therapy. During
Jobs's absence, Tim Cook, head of worldwide sales
and operations at Apple, ran the company.
In early August 2006, Jobs delivered the keynote for
Apple's annual Worldwide Developers Conference.
His "thin, almost gaunt" appearance and unusually
"listless" delivery,[216][217] together with his choice to
delegate significant portions of his keynote to other
presenters, inspired a flurry of media and Internet
speculation about his health.
Two years later, similar concerns followed Jobs's 2008
WWDC keynote address. while others surmised his
cachectic appearance was due to the Whipple procedure.

Apple officials stated Jobs was victim to a "common
bug" and was taking antibiotics, During a July conference call discussing Apple earnings, participants responded to repeated questions about Jobs's health by insisting that it was a "private matter". Others, however,
voiced the opinion that shareholders had a right to know
more, given Jobs's hands-on approach to running his
company. The New York Times published an article based
on an off-the-record phone conversation with Jobs, noting that "While his health problems amounted to a good
deal more than 'a common bug', they weren't lifethreatening and he doesn't have a recurrence of cancer.

Steve jobs failed to take care of his health when he
should have in early 1998. Jobs appeared to convince
himself or by unqualified professional's as early as
11/1998 to believe he can cure unclean guts through
psychic and other remedy. He already felt something
went wrong inside in 2/1998 intermittently (his own
moon [painful feeling] afflicted by weak health division#6,
shown by –Pluto). By 10/2002 it became too obvious
to him that sickness advanced further, chart says. We
didn’t have his birth data at that time, even if we
warned him, he probably would not respond like the
rest of rich and powerful people ignoring our warning
materials.
No one likes to hear any bad news but it’s the bad
news that saves people life. Some rich and powerful
people making decision for people, they ignored our
warnings as well. “what meant to be will always be…”

The truth about life and death is shown on every one’s chart long time ago. Yes God knew it before we arrive on earth but
placed us here any way. The system of payback and reincarnation may be already incorporated in the cycle of rebirth by design. Steve Ballmer went through similar but weaker trend (Saturn); he survived due to his strong security sign in division
#4. Jobs had poor security sign, health issue’s already on his chart; his Sun/life opposing –neg-Neptune was sure a suicide.

